
Proper Remains Top Choice for Vacation Rental
Insurance
Proper Insurance has developed the
most comprehensive policy for vacation
rentals available- backed by Lloyd's of
London and world class customer
service.

BOZEMAN, MONTANA, UNITED
STATES, February 15, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Proper Insurance
Remains Top Choice for Vacation
Rentals

Emerging from a tumultuous 2017, the insurance industry’s collective eyes are on Proper Insurance
and their comprehensive vacation rental program. A new paradigm for niche insurance, Proper
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continues to set the bar with the most comprehensive
coverage available in the US for short term vacation rentals.
The recipe for success is simple: create an all-inclusive policy
custom-penned for the unique risks of a vacation rental
business, back it by Lloyd’s of London -the world’s oldest and
most respected marketplace, and provide the best customer
service in the industry. Proper’s customers agree- Michael
and Barbara from New York speak to their experience; 

“I had a great experience working with Proper Insurance as
we sought a policy for our primary residence that would also
cover short-term rental property owners. They answered all

my questions and presented a competitive quote within a few days. Their staff is extremely friendly
and responsive even if you file a claim. The agent and the adjuster contacted us right away after we
had some storm damage. They’ve been easy to work with; my claim was resolved fair and quickly”

The level of service and uniquely personal approach taken by Proper Insurance has served the
company well through the natural disasters and catastrophic events that insurance companies
historically struggle with. Buoyed by excellent underwriting and fair adjusting, Proper Insurance has
continued to garner stellar reviews by those affected by Hurricanes Irma and Harvey, winter storms
over the East Coast, and the fires in California and the Western US.  

Kim from Santa Barbara says:
“I’m still in shock considering the trauma endured by my family, the response by Proper Insurance and
teams they hired that kept our home safe. This insurance company is not just insurance company,
they have now become part of our family. They watched over us, they protected us, and they asked
how we were doing. When I saw the two Proper-hired firefighters in our garden collecting their hoses,
all I could do was burst into tears. Thank you Thank you Thank you for saving our home!”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.proper.insure/


With the growing popularity of short term renting in the US, Proper Insurance has seen the need to
develop a niche program designed to bring total piece of mind to the owner and property manager.
For over 4 years, the team of experts at Proper Insurance has produced quality policies equipped with
$1,000,000/$2,000,000 of commercial liability, written on special cause of loss forms, with liability
coverage extended to amenities such as docks, swimming pools, hot tubs, bicycles, and much more.

Proper Insurance remains the number one choice for short term rental policies in 2018 with the
proven formula that brought the company success in years prior, and with 50 years in specialty
insurance, Proper’s policy is the highest quality insurance available today for vacation rental property
owners. Available in all 50 states.  Call or email to get connected with an Account Executive, or get a
quote online and get yourself properly insured!

www.proper.insure
888.631.6680

Michael Grimland
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